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Dear Pope Francis,

I sincerely ask for you to visit Gangjeong village

on Jeju Island. I am an old man in my 70s. I was born in

hundreds-of--years-old peaceful village. Residents and
peace defenders are crying for peace and justice.

Dear Pope Francis! The villagers of Gangjeong

Gangjeong and have never left my home village. Our

do not oppose national security. We oppose the naval

for its beautiful nature and fertile land. But one day, we

so that people can live here happily from generation to

village was established about 450 years ago, and is famous
heard shocking news on TV that our village had been

selected as the final location of a naval base. The decision

base project because we want to preserve our community
generation.

There are several reasons why we oppose this naval

making process was non-democratic. It was decided

base project. Not even one hearing about the national

The decision was made in just 13 days.

residents without agreement. This absurd national project

without proper consultation with Gangjeong villagers.
Gureombi Rock is like a mother's arms to us. It

has been over 2 years that we could not sleep because of

project took place. The land was taken away from the

has been implemented violently and non-democratically.
Gangjeong is located at the southern part of Jeju

the sound of the sacred rock being blasted, destroyed, and

Island and is famous for its high waves and strong tidal

day. The state is supposed to keep the life and property of

building a breakwater of the naval base were destroyed due

the noises of the base construction everyday, night and

the people, but this government has totally devastated this

current. In 2012, seven caisson structures to be used for

to typhoon. This is but one example of why Gangjeong is
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not an appropriate place to build a naval base.

The construction site, Gureombi Rock and

Gangjeong’s coastal waters, are designated an “Absolute

Preservation Zone” and are home to various endangered
species like the Indo-Pacific bottlenose dolphin and

red-foot crab. Jeju is designated as a Biosphere Reserve,
World Natural Heritage Site, and Global Geo Park by
UNESCO.

This base will be an outpost of the U.S. military to

target China. With the U.S. Pivot to Asia, Korea will be
pulled into conflicts between the U.S. and China.

Holy Father, everyday here has been like a war

during the past 7 years. Help this old man see my village

peaceful and beautiful again. Please visit Gangjeong and

hold the tired hands of the people longing for justice and
a humane society.
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[…] I have just read The Korean War: a History by Bruce

aimed provocatively at China.

of Chicago. I first saw Cumings interviewed in Regis

families protested the senseless division of their nation

documents the 1948 uprising on the southern Korean

the 38th Parallel by an American official. The myth of a

Cumings (2010), professor of history at the University

Tremblay’s extraordinary film The Ghosts of Jeju, which
island of Jeju and the campaign by the present-day

islanders to stop the building of a base with US missiles

Like most Koreans, the farmers and fishing

“good” Korea (the South) and a “bad” Korea (the North)

to Japan, then the United States...Cumings exposes as

was invented.

In fact, Korea, North and South, has a remarkable

massacred by militias supported, directed and, in some
cases, commanded by US officers.

This and other unreported atrocities

were a “forgotten” prelude to the Korean war

(1950-53)...Cumings gives an astonishing tally of

the degree of destruction of the cities of the North:

Pyongyang 75 per cent, Sariwon 95 per cent, Sinanju 100
per cent. Great dams in the North were bombed in order
to unleash internal tsunamis. “Anti-personnel” weapons,

such as napalm, were tested on civilians. Cumings’s superb
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investigation helps us understand why today’s North

Korea seems so strange...“The unhindered machinery of
incendiary bombing was visited on the North for three
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the regime he founded...derives from...resistance: first
propaganda the notion that Kim...leader of the “bad”

Korea, was a stooge of Moscow. In contrast, the regime

that Washington invented in the South, the “good” Korea,
was run largely by those who had collaborated with Japan
and America.

[...] The base being built on Jeju Island will face

the Chinese metropolis of Shanghai, less than 300 miles
away, and the industrial heartland of the only country

whose economic power is likely to surpass that of the US.

“China,” says President Obama in a leaked briefing paper,
“is our fast-emerging strategic threat.” By 2020, almost
two-thirds of all US naval forces in the world will be

transferred to the Asia-Pacific region. In an arc extending
from Australia to Japan and beyond, China will be ringed

by US missiles and nuclear-weapons-armed aircraft. Will
this threat to all of us be “forgotten”, too?
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[...] Kim Il-sung had begun fighting the Japanese

militarists in 1932. Every characteristic attached to

occupation...On Jeju, as many as 60,000 people were
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between North and South in 1945 – a line drawn along

people’s history of resistance to feudalism and foreign
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At 7:30pm on the 28th of February, the regular

general assembly of Gangjeong village took place in
the village ceremonial hall. During the meeting, the
settlement of last year’s accounts was shared as well
as a draft budget for 2014. Additionally, the newly
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elected village representatives were ratified. The

Gangjeong Village Association once again confirmed

their stance against the naval base and expressed their

firm determination to continue their uncompromising

protests, despite a change in association members. It was

the last meeting run by former village mayor, Kang DongKyun, determined leader of village association and the
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anti-base protests since the beginning of the controversy
in 2007.
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Once again, the annual US-ROK Key Resolve/Foal Eagle war exercises will

be held from February 24th to April 18th. About 10,000 ROK and 5,200 US military
personnel will be mobilized for Key Resolve and about 200,000 ROK and 7,500 US
personnel will be mobilized for Foal Eagle.

According to a statement made by 40 Korean peace groups opposing the

war exercises, the newly minted "tailored deterrence strategy" for which Kill Chain
and missile defense systems are being established and arms purchases, such as the

Northrop Grumman RQ-4 Global Hawk (an unmanned surveillance aircraft drone),
are imminent, classifies the North Korean nuclear situation into various crisis stages
of nuclear threat, imminent nuclear-use, nuclear-use, and so on. It is a strategy of

preemptive strike targeting North Korea and is a very aggressive strategy that only

heightens the dangers of nuclear war rather than deterrence. Such a local provocation
plan is a dangerous scheme which prepares both sides for total war. In other words,

to hold the Key Resolve/Foal Eagle exercises at this time is to do nothing more than
provoke the crisis further, rather than seeking to resolve it.

The exercises are paradoxically being held at the same moment when South/
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February 7, 2014 is very special day for Ssangyong Motors’ laid-off workers. That was

North Korea high level meetings are being opened and while family meeting

re-unions are taking place between families separated by the arbitrary national

border. This is an unstable and perilous stage of dialogue. These war exercise unsubtly
violate international law and the South Korean Constitution and should be stopped
immediately!

the day we finally received the judgement from the court that what we have asserted

about our improper layoffs was right. Unfortunately it took 1723 days to reach this door
of truth, and we lost the lives of 24 people from among our colleagues and families. The

76-page court statement show the last 5 years of our struggle spent on the street in tents,
in snow and rain. The Supreme Court decision will come next. What a painful journey
we will face again!

This time, the courts ruled that Ssangyong Motors purposely miscounted their

accounts so as to force a false redundancy. By doing so, it appeared that their financial

solvency was seriously at risk, and people believed them to be a poor corporation. Because
of this, their debt ratio rocketed, and it seemed only natural that they would have massive
layoffs of workers. The courts have agreed with us that this was not actually the case, but

it is still a sad judgement, as 3000 workers were laid off, and our dead companions cannot

come back to hear this news. We have faced these snares of illegality and violence and our
lives have become broken. The time needed for restoration seems to be much more than
the time needed for destruction. For this reason, we are not excited.

We really hope that the Ssangyong Motors’ struggle can be a strong opportunity

to put the brakes on the mass layoffs of workers that happen repeatedly and thoughtlessly
throughout Korean society. Because of this, we will run again and not stop. The judge

told us, “I hope your time of pain will not be so long”. The Ssangyong Motors’ workers
struggle will overcome our painful past and win for sure.
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